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Casa Alfarera Santo Domingo is a stoneware workshop located in the Colonial City of Santo 

Domingo, Dominican Republic. It was founded in 2013 by ceramist Ysabela Molini. The 

workshop is composed of a team of Dominican potters and artisans who have been in the trade 

for over twenty years. Since 2017, the team has grown with the addition of amateur potters and 

apprentices in an effort to help preserve the craft of pottery in the Dominican Republic. 

We produce utilitarian ceramics in series including: tabletop, planters, ceramics for architectural 

adaptation, ceramic furniture, lighting, and one of a kind pieces. In addition to producing wares 

of our design, a large part of our production is by special order in collaboration with our clients.

Our clients include chefs, architects, interior designers, landscape architects, and hotels. 

We prospect the majority of our raw materials in the Dominican Republic and process them in 

our workshop in the Colonial City of Santo Domingo. An important part of our process is 

analyzing the characteristics of our prospected minerals, and understanding the behavior of our 

clay bodies. Our glaze repertory includes recipes of our own creation, recipes adopted from 

mentors and ceramic scholars, and commercial glazes. Our wares are thrown on the potter's 

wheel, hand built, and mold pressed.Our firing temperatures reach 1,250 degrees Celcius."
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Pineapple Planter 

Polka Planter Vongole Planter 

Gumball Planter 

Wedge Wall PlanterPineapple Wall Planter
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Pineapple Planters are available in four sizes. 

They are designed for direct planting, 

however plastic containers may be inserted 

in the planters for easier access to the plant. 

Drainage trays are available as an additional 

piece upon request.

SMALL    |   12” X 12” MEDIUM   |   20” X 20”  

SMALL   |   18” X 12” LARGE   |   30” X 18”



SMALL    |   12” X 12” MEDIUM   |   20” X 20”  

LARGE   |   30” X 18”
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Gumball Planters are available in three sizes. 

They are designed for direct planting, 

however plastic containers may be inserted 

in the planters for easier access to the plant. 

Drainage trays are available as an additional 

piece upon request.
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SMALL    |   12” X 12”
MEDIUM   |   20” X 20”  

LARGE   |   30” X 18”

SMALL    |   12” X 12”
MEDIUM   |   20” X 20”  

LARGE   |   30” X 18”

Vongole and Polka Planters are available in 

three sizes. They are designed for direct 

planting, however plastic containers may be 

inserted in the planters for easier access to 

the plant. Drainage trays are available as an 

additional piece upon request.



Wall planters are available in two textures

Pineapple and Wedge, and in two sizes respectively.
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LARGE   |   17” X 11”

SMALL   |   10”

LARGE   |   17” X 11”

SMALL   |   10”
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Piñitas Lamp
          

Palmera Lamp
          

Polka Lamp Polka and Glass Lamp

Conchita Lamp
          

Mushroom lamp          Gumball Lamparon
          

Vongole Lamparon Piñon Lamp

Pineapple Wall 
Sconce          

Gumball Wall 
Sconce          

Wedge Wall 
Sconce          

Piñita Wall 
Sconce          

Four Arm 
Pineapple 

Candle Holder          

Individual 
Pineapple 

Candle Holder          
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12” 17”
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Piñitas and Palmeras are two lamp types with 

our pineapple surface treatment. Piñitas are 

made with fabric lamp shades while Palmeras 

come with a ceramic shade. The client may 

request custom fabric options for the first 

type.
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17” 19”

Polka table lamps are small scale lamps made 

with our Polka surface treatment. They are 

available with a ceramic lamp shade and a 

glass lamp shade.
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17” 17”
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Conchita and Mushroom table lamps are 

small scale lamps with ceramic lamp shades. 

They are available in one size respectively.
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LARGE    |   22” LARGE   |   29”  

LARGE   |   22”
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Piñones, Gumball, and Vongole Lamps, are 

three large scale table lamps in three 

different surface treatments. They are made 

with fabric lamp shades.  The client may 

request custom fabric options for the first 

two types.
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17” X 11” 14” X 7”
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Our wall sconces are ceramic covers ready for 

electrical wall wiring. The client will provide 

measurements of their electrical parts prior to 

placing an order. Suggested sizes are listed for 

the following sconce types: Pineapple and 

Gumball sconces.



Wedge and Piñita wall sconces are pre wired 

and come with bronze electrical parts as well 

as fabric lamp shades which are customizable.
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18” X 12” 18” X 12”
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9” 6”

Candleholders are available in one surface 

treatment: Pineapple, and in two shape 

variations, four arm and single candle.
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Pineapple Vase Pineapple Bowl Gumball Tall Vase Gumball Bowl

Gumball Round Vase                  Era Bowl Polka Round Vase Vongole Vase

Vongole Bowl Plain BottleStones Vase       Cabochon Vase Stones Bowl
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LARGE   |   14” X 7”  

SMALL   |   10” X 6”

LARGE   |   7” X 14”  

SMALL   |   6” X 10”

Pineapple flower vases and bowls are 

available in two sizes respectively. These 

pieces are designed to be used as vases for 

floral arrangements.

Note: petals are hand adhered and will vary 

in pattern and size from piece to piece.
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ROUND   |   10” X 6”  

TALL   |   14” X 7”

LARGE   |   7” X 14”  

SMALL   |   6” X 10”
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Gumball vases are available in three shapes Gumball 

Tall Vase, Gumball Round Vase, and Gumball Bowls. 

The bowls are available in two sizes. These vases are 

designed  for floral arrangements.

Note: Gumballs are hand adhered and will 

vary in pattern and size from piece to piece.



LARGE   |   14” X 7”  
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ROUND   |   10” X 6”  
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Polka vases are available in one shape and two 

sizes. These vases are designed for floral 

arrangements.

Note: low relief pattern will vary in each 

piece.



 9” X 6”  
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Era Bowls are available in one shape and, due to 

their weight, they are only available in one size. 

These vases are designed for floral arrangements.

Note: Era spheres are hand adhered and will 

vary in pattern and size from piece to piece.
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LARGE   |   14” X 7”  

SMALL   |   10” X 6”

LARGE   |   7” X 14”  

SMALL   |   6” X 10”

Vongole vases and bowls are available in two 

sizes respectively. These vases are designed 

for floral arrangements.

Note: Vongole petals are hand adhered and 

will vary in pattern and size from piece to 

piece.
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12” X 8” 8” X 12”

12” X 6”

Stone and Cabochon vases and bowls are 

available in three shapes, and they are only 

available in one size per shape. These vases 

are designed for floral arrangements.
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Bottle vases are available in three textures, 

they are only available in one size per shape. 

These vases are designed for floral 

arrangements.

6.5”

6.5”

6.5”



Coffee Cup          Water Cup          

Concha Plates Hand Painted Plates
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SALAD/DESSERT PLATE   |   10” DINNER PLATE   |   12”BOWL   |   8”

SALAD/DESSERT PLATE   |   8” DINNER PLATE   |   10”BOWL   |   6”Option A

Option B

Concha plates are wheel thrown and 

hand deformed pieces with irregularities. 

They are available in three sizes.



SALAD/DESSERT PLATE   |   10” DINNER PLATE   |   12”BOWL   |   8”

SALAD/DESSERT PLATE   |   8” DINNER PLATE   |   10”BOWL   |   6”
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Hand painted tabletop varies in motif, from 

abstract dotted patterns created with different 

glazes applied with droppers, to delicate 

botanicals and fauna painted with a thin brush.
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Option A

Option B
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3” X 3” 4” X 3”

Coffee cups and water cups are available 

in one size in different colorways. Cups 

are available individually. Coffee cups are 

available with saucers.
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Side Table Rattan Top Side Table Stone Top
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Our side tables are made out of ceramic 

bodies and have two possible top 

options: stone and natural fiber with a 

wooden frame.

22” X 18” 22” X 18”
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Please note that our glazes will vary in each firing and results will not be exact. 

Physical glaze samples available by request.

Caramel Yellow Green

White Matte Black Cobalt BlueTurquoise



casaalfarerasd@gmail.com    |    849-353-8810    |    www.casaalfarera.com    |    @casaalfarerasd


